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One of the Earliest Condensers 

Jeddah, KSA

Desalination in KSA: Cost Justification and Path to Cost Recovery



The water strategy aims to achieve water sector sustainability 

and improve the level of services

A sustainable water sector, safeguarding the natural resources and environment of the Kingdom and providing cost-
effective supply and high quality services. Efficiency contributes to economic and social development 
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Lack of financial management and weakness of the sector business 

on commercial bases
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Limited transparency in water costs, trade relations were between almost absent bodies



Water Balancing Account

THE WATER BALANCING ACCOUNT IS THE MAIN POSSIBILITY TO ACCELERATE THE TRANSFORMATION IN THE SECTOR AND ACHIEVE
FINANCIAL SUSTAINABILITY AND SELF-SUFFICIENCY TO RAISE THE QUALITY AND COVERAGE OF WATER SERVICES

A SUSTAINABLE AND SELF -

SUFFICIENT WATER SECTOR

Application of commercial structure and signing
commercial agreements and continuous improvement

Activation Value Drivers Programs

With specific goals for 5 years
Develop access to Alternative

Financing sources of capital

Support restructuring the target

sector along the supply chain

Submit reliable financial
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Expedite the implementation

Of privatization projects



The strategy will limit reliance on non-renewable water and promote 

the use of treated wastewater and renewable water

Forecasts of Supply Sources in the Baseline Case Scenario

(2016 versus 2030 billion cubic meters)

Total Industrial Urban Agricultural

The analysis was conducted in 13 regions and the results were consolidated to reflect them at the national level

Saline Water conversion Surface waterRenewable groundwater Water treatment (For non-human use)Non - renewable groundwater

Further 
desalination 
capacity is 

planned in the 
western region 

to take into 
account the 

expected growth 
in the number of 

pilgrims



The political will is a major component to invest in water desalination using public funds. Multiple strong 

factors justify using public funds to desalinate

Lessons to conclude:

Key step to reach economic and financial sustainability is by strategizing the water sector to achieve national 

goals

Identifying poor, Inappropriate, or absent commercial relationships between stakeholders and sector related 

entities is key to rectifying and consolidating those relationships

Creating a new company to facilitate privatization was pivotal in the Saudi water sector towards a fully 

privatized water sector

The Saudi National Water Strategy reduces the dependence on non renewable water resources and 

increase the water supply through desalination for urban and particularly for pilgrimage
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The Water Balancing Account is the main possibility to accelerate the transformation in the sector and 

achieve financial sustainability
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